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Department of JusticeU.S. Attorney’s OfficeDistrict of UtahAndersen Pleads Guilty To Defacing Corona Arch; Agrees To Pay Fine And Restitution

To BLM

SALT LAKE CITY – Ryan Bird Andersen, age 45, of Idaho Falls, Idaho, pleaded guilty to a one-count misdemeanor information Thursday

charging him with defacing a natural feature – the Corona Arch – by scratching graffiti into the rock.  U.S. Magistrate Judge Dustin Pead

presided at the hearing in U.S. District Court.
As a part of the plea agreement, Andersen agreed to pay the maximum fine of $1,000, full restitution of $858.32 to the Bureau of Land

Management, and a processing fee of $30.  Andersen also agreed to release a statement advocating the responsible use of public lands as a

part of the plea agreement. (A copy of the statement is attached to this release.)

“Mr. Andersen’s conduct was troubling to us and anyone who values Utah’s beautiful public lands. People travel from around the world to visit

these spectacular resources. Mr. Andersen learned a valuable lesson from this prosecution.  As he writes in his statement, we hope others can

learn from his mistakes and always act responsibly with our natural treasures,” U.S Attorney John W. Huber said today.

Andersen’s guilty plea will be held in abeyance for a period of 18 months. During that period, the defendant is prohibited from entering or using

any public land administered by the BLM, the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of

Reclamation, and the Army Corps of Engineers.  The defendant can use public roads traversing public lands for necessary travel. 

August 23, 2018
Dear Friends and Concerned Citizens,

I want you all to know that I have reached an agreement with the government to account for my actions last spring at the Corona Arch in

southern Utah.  With that agreement I have accepted responsibility for my conduct and have agreed to pay a fine and full restitution to address

the damage caused to the arch. Although I have resolved my case with the government, I will remain committed to helping ensure that our public lands remain pristine.  In the

future, I hope that others can learn from my mistakes and always act responsibly with our natural treasures.

Sincerely,
Ryan Andersen
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Andersen Pleads Guilty To Defacing Corona Arch; Agrees To Pay Fine And Restitution
To BLM

SALT LAKE CITY – Ryan Bird Andersen, age 45, of Idaho Falls, Idaho, pleaded guilty to a one-count misdemeanor information Thursday
charging him with defacing a natural feature – the Corona Arch – by scratching graffiti into the rock.  U.S. Magistrate Judge Dustin Pead
presided at the hearing in U.S. District Court.

As a part of the plea agreement, Andersen agreed to pay the maximum fine of $1,000, full restitution of $858.32 to the Bureau of Land
Management, and a processing fee of $30.  Andersen also agreed to release a statement advocating the responsible use of public lands as a
part of the plea agreement. (A copy of the statement is attached to this release.)

“Mr. Andersen’s conduct was troubling to us and anyone who values Utah’s beautiful public lands. People travel from around the world to visit
these spectacular resources. Mr. Andersen learned a valuable lesson from this prosecution.  As he writes in his statement, we hope others can
learn from his mistakes and always act responsibly with our natural treasures,” U.S Attorney John W. Huber said today.

Andersen’s guilty plea will be held in abeyance for a period of 18 months. During that period, the defendant is prohibited from entering or using
any public land administered by the BLM, the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of
Reclamation, and the Army Corps of Engineers.  The defendant can use public roads traversing public lands for necessary travel. 
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Dear Friends and Concerned Citizens,

I want you all to know that I have reached an agreement with the government to account for my actions last spring at the Corona Arch in
southern Utah.  With that agreement I have accepted responsibility for my conduct and have agreed to pay a fine and full restitution to address
the damage caused to the arch. 

Although I have resolved my case with the government, I will remain committed to helping ensure that our public lands remain pristine.  In the
future, I hope that others can learn from my mistakes and always act responsibly with our natural treasures.
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I.F. man who vandalized Corona Arch: ‘My actions
were wrong. I am extremely sorry.’

Nate Eaton, EastIdahoNews.com

Business & Money !  Published at 2:25 pm, April 5, 2018  | Updated at 2:02 am, February 5, 2021

Reddit photo

IDAHO FALLS — A local man who defaced an iconic natural arch in southern Utah is apologizing for his actions while promising to
protect public lands in the future.

Pictures of Ryan Andersen, his wife Jennifer and their three children posing in front of graffiti scratched into the Corona Arch began
circulating last week on social media. Andersen owns Andersen Hitches in Idaho Falls.

The photos show the number “18” scratched into the base of the arch with the initials “R” and “J” and a heart drawn between them.
The Canyon Country District of the Bureau of Land Management confirmed the agency is investigating the vandalism and further
details were not released.

In a letter posted online Thursday, Andersen admitted to defacing the arch and says he will accept full responsibility for his actions.

I.F. man who vandalized Corona Arch: 'My actions were wrong. I am extremel... https://www.eastidahonews.com/2018/04/i-f-man-who-vandalized-corona-a...
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Idaho Falls Family In Hot Water Over Rock Arch Graffiti
Boise State Public Radio News
Published April 5, 2018 at 1:24 PM MDT

LISTEN •  1:30

Jessica Petersen / Flickr

Corona Arch, near Moab, Utah, was recently defaced. An Idaho Falls man posted a smiling photo of his family standing next to the graffiti online and has
received national condemnation.

A family in eastern Idaho is coming under 5re for defacing a natural rock arch near
Moab, Utah. The gra=ti came to light after a post on social media.

Corona Arch is a sandstone feature west of Moab that’s between Canyonlands National
Park and Arches National Park. Photos posted online show Ryan Andersen and his
family standing in front of the iconic geologic feature with the number 18 etched into
the rock and the letters “R” and “J” with a heart between them.

Andersen released a statement Thursday afternoon admitting to carving the message
into the rock face.

"At that moment, I foolishly thought I was conveying my love for my wife when, in fact, I
was tarnishing the experience for others who also want to enjoy magni5cent scenery.
My actions were wrong. I am extremely sorry for my conduct. I acted in the spur of the
moment and did not stop to think about what I was doing," the statement says.

The Idaho Falls businessman, who owns Andersen Hitches in Idaho Falls, is facing

Donate

All Things Considered Wee…
BSPR News On-Air

Idaho Falls Family In Hot Water Over Rock Arch Graffiti | Boise State Public ... https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/environment/2018-04-05/idaho-falls-...
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This happened 2 years prior to the vandalism at Corona Arch 
by Ryan Bird Andersen. Conclude what you will...
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10/16/21, 7:20 PMRope swinging at Corona Arch is now a thing of the past (photo cour‐

tesy Brian Mosbaugh at Slacklinemedia.com, Instagram: @Moabmonkeys).

BLM public information officer Lisa Bryant has supplied NABS with the fol‐

lowing statement:
BLM-Moab has restricted roped activities, including swinging, for about 37

acres of BLM administered public lands, including Corona Arch (and nearby

Bowtie Arch) and Gemini Bridges. The rest of the Moab Field Office area is still

open for roped activities and includes several focus areas specifically for

climbing and activities such as base jumping and highlining.

Gemini Bridges and Corona Arch are two outstanding geologic formations lo‐

cated northeast of Moab, Utah, in spectacularly scenic settings reached by

short hiking trails. Corona Arch was acquired May 8, 2014 through the Utah

Recreational Land Exchange, although the hiking trail leading to the arch has

always crossed BLM managed lands.
Both features have been very popular destinations for hikers, sightseers and

photographers for many years. It is estimated that 40,000 people visit Corona

Arch and 50,000 people visit Gemini Bridges each year. Both geological fea‐

tures, but especially Corona Arch, are among the most often photographed

sites on BLM lands.
In recent years Gemini Bridges and Corona Arch have become popular areas

for a small number of visitors engaging in roped activities, such as highlining

UTAH

Rope Swinging Permanently Banned at

Corona Arch and Gemini Bridges

DECEMBER 3, 2017 | ADMIN | LEAVE A COMMENT

NNAABBSS  BBlloogg
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The Racist Defacing of Petroglyphs Is a Teaching

Moment
The more we learn an incomplete fairytale of Indigenous peoples and our history in this

country, the more we perpetuate acts of ethnocide, like the ones we’ve seen in recent weeks in

southern Utah
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Climbers at the popular Wall Street climbing area outside of Moab,
Utah. Visits to Arches National Park increased by nearly 70% during
part of 2020 compared to previous years. (Pictured climbers were not

involved in acts of vandalism.)

Nina Riggio

The Utah State Historic Preservation Office, the Bureau of Land Management and nonprofits like Friends of
Cedar Mesa have campaigned to raise awareness and educate the public. Hopi archaeologist Lyle
Balenquah believes there needs to be ongoing localized education about visiting archaeological sites
throughout Utah. “You can’t just hold one workshop, one Zoom panel session, and call it good,” Balenquah
said. “There’s always new people coming into these sports and being introduced to the regions in general.
There has to be people out in the field speaking to people as much as possible.” 

But even when educational resources are available and widely promoted, the information doesn’t always
reach its intended audience. Tourists may not know how to visit archaeological sites respectfully.

When rock climber Richard Gilbert scaled Sunshine Slab, he thought the petroglyphs he bolted over were
just modern-day graffiti. In a story from Climbing Magazine (https://www.climbing.com/news/climber-who-
bolted-routes-over-native-american-art-apologizes-says-he-received-death-threats/), Gilbert took a photo
of the three routes he had bolted and posted the route information on Mountain Project, a website that
catalogs climbing routes across the world. One of the captions read, “Graffiti — There is a good amount of
graffiti on this route, PLEASE do NOT add to it!”

Some non-Natives fail to understand the importance of places like Birthing Rock and Sunshine Slab
because they have no idea what the sites mean to Indigenous people, Angelo Baca (Diné/Hopi), a doctoral
student in anthropology at New York University, said. From an Indigenous perspective, petroglyphs are
seen as relatives. “They’re alive. They have their own spirit and they have their own agency and should be
respected,” said Baca, who is also the cultural resource coordinator for Utah Diné Bikéyah, a nonprofit that
strives to preserve and protect the cultural and natural resources of the Navajo, Hopi, Zuni, Ute Mountain
Ute and Uintah Ouray Ute tribes. 

 “Indigenous people have been murdered, battled, and
removed, so that settlers could have access to these lands.”

Much of the land in Utah, as in many Western states, is owned by the federal government. When an act of
vandalism occurs, the complex web of federal, state and private ownership leaves tribes with few means to
pursue a legal case, said Clark Tenakhongva, vice chairman of the Hopi Tribe and co-chair of the Bears Ears
Inter-Tribal Coalition. As a result, he said, perpetrators are rarely held accountable. “These are the
obstacles that we continuously have to fight.”

Often there is a disconnect between the way Indigenous people and non-Native people view and experience
the landscape, Thompson said. “There is a settler-colonial attitude that not just climbers, but outdoor
recreational hikers and mountain bikers, have, that make them feel entitled to claim whatever they want,
regardless of climbing bans and what the Indigenous peoples in those areas think or want.” Many non-
Native visitors don’t realize that the public lands they enjoy were created at the expense of the original
inhabitants, who were forcibly evicted, Thompson said. “Indigenous people have been murdered, battled,
and removed, so that settlers could have access to these lands.”

The BLM is offering a $10,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the individual(s)

Petroglyph vandalism is not a victimless crime - High Country News https://www.hcn.org/articles/indigenous-affairs-archaeology-petroglyph-van...
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Dr. Len Necefer

May 7, 2021

I n late April, former congressman and presidential candidate Rick

Santorum proclaimed in a speech: “We birthed a nation from nothing. I

mean, there was nothing here. I mean, yes we have Native Americans, but

candidly there isn’t much Native American culture in American culture.” His

remarks sparked outrage from many within the Native American community.

Santorum’s speech came a week after a white climber bolted over a petroglyph

panel on the Sunshine Wall Slabs north of Arches National Park, and a day

before an unidentified party defaced another with white supremacist phrases.

As an Indigenous person living in this country, I see these events as directly

connected. We have inherited an incomplete understanding of the history of the

U.S., and that understanding allows for egregious acts of dehumanization of

Indigenous peoples. I know because I received the same education as most of

white America growing up in Kansas.

I vividly remember sitting on the floor, alongside my second-grade peers, while

we listened to our teacher read from a book about westward expansion and how

Get access to everything we publish when you sign up for Outside+.
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identi^ed Ute imagery as well.”

Following the incident, the Utah Division of History created a poster depicting the undamaged Birthing Rock with
the words “The Future Is Watching; Be Awesome To The Past” above it.

The day after the vandalism became public, the Native-American-led nonpro^t Diné Bikéyah held a scheduled call
with The Access Fund, a not-for-pro^t rock-climbing advocacy group, to discuss the earlier rock art destruction.

Diné Bikéyah’s most notable work relates to preserving the Bears Ears National Monument as originally
designated by President Barack Obama in the ^nal days of his presidency.

Angelo Baco, the cultural resources coordinator for Diné Bikéyah, said that the meeting focused on the role that
climbers play in preserving and respecting Native American rock imagery, but the unexpected sequel incident of
rock art destruction also played into the discussion with climbers.

“The point I made is: Destruction of rock art panels is more than just oPensive and revolting,” Baco said. He said
that the “objectifying” of native peoples and associated destruction of their cultural artifacts constituted “inciting
harm on me, my family, and my ancestors.”

Baco said that the call with The Access Fund brought over 1,000 live viewers, and the two groups are working on
adapting the panel discussion into public resources to release later. The panel included Richard Gilbert of
Colorado Springs, who said he bolted the rock art near Arches and has since received death threats in response to
his admission.

Woody Lee, the executive director of Diné Bikéyah, called for healing in response to the news of Birthing Rock’s
defacement. His organization, according to its website, “works toward healing of people and the Earth by
supporting indigenous communities in protecting their culturally signi^cant, ancestral lands.”

Of the person who wrote “white power” on top of the rock imagery panel in Kane Creek, Lee said “to have that
kind of outrage, that person truly needs to be healed.”

By continuing to browse or by clicking "Accept," you agree to our site's privacy policy. Accept Privacy policy

Birthing Rock vandalized; Moab community outraged | The Times-Independent https://www.moabtimes.com/articles/birthing-rock-vandalized-moab-com...
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